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Patient engagement or information overload: patient and physician views on sharing the medical record in the acute setting

Introduction

Medical documentation in outpatients has changed: patients are now routinely copied into letters, which are often written in lay terms, and there are many initiatives to give patients access to entire outpatient records. Patient-held records are common for specific diseases and maternity services; patient access to primary care records is growing. Proponents for improving patients’ access to their medical record argue that this increases transparency, patient autonomy, and engagement. Studies investigating the impact of sharing records in outpatient settings have found that doing so can increase patient empowerment, improve safety and, despite physician fears, does not increase the number of patient requested visits. Similar findings were revealed in a systematic review of the use of patient portals (electronic access to parts or all of the medical record).

In the UK, patients rarely look at their inpatient medical record, despite their legal right to do so. We did not identify any published studies evaluating the impact of providing full real-time access to the medical record in the inpatient setting, and only one providing a daily written summary record.

Given the UK government’s emphasis on patient access to all of their record, and the lack of evidence of its impact in an in-patient setting we aimed to explore the attitudes and views of patients and physicians with regard to sharing patient records. We chose the acute medical setting because here patients need to entrust their care to physicians they have never met before, for conditions, treatments and investigations that are often unfamiliar. In this context, offering patients full, real-time access to the medical record in the might have more significant implications, both positive and negative.

Methods

Questionnaire design and validation
We carried out a questionnaire survey of acute medicine physicians, and patients who had been admitted to an acute medical unit. The questionnaire development was informed by themes identified in interviews with patients (12) and acute medicine physicians (13) conducted as part of a mixed-methods project. Closed Likert-scale score (1-5) and open questions requiring free-text responses were included. Physician and patient questionnaires had similar questions. Wording was modified following feedback from the Cambridge University Hospitals Patient and Public Involvement panel. Face validity was assessed using a ‘thinking aloud’ exercise with three lay and four physician volunteers; questionnaires were revised and retested. See appendix 1 for questionnaires.

The questionnaire explored:

1. recent experience of being an inpatient (patient participants) OR frequency of certain practices (physician participants).
2. perceptions of the impact of sharing all or part of the medical record in the acute care setting, in real-time.
3. factors influencing patient’s trust in their physician – in particular relating to information-sharing.

Recruitment, eligibility and consent

Physicians were recruited from delegates at the Society of Acute Medicine Conference held in Birmingham in 2017: paper copies of the questionnaire with stamped addressed envelopes were distributed at the conference directly to delegates by ZF; an email reminder was sent 10 days later.

Patient participants were recruited from two sites: a large teaching hospital using electronic medical records, and a smaller hospital, serving a diverse ethnic population that used handwritten patient records. Current practice at both hospitals was to give verbal information to patients, and a written summary on discharge (to the patient and GP). No patient portals were available for use. Patients over the age of 18 who were admitted acutely with a medical problem to one of the study sites were eligible. Patients were excluded if they lacked capacity to consent or did not speak English. Patients were identified by a research nurse when they were ready for hospital discharge, (by speaking with the nursing staff on the ward) and given the questionnaire with a stamped addressed envelope. If a patient had difficulty reading or completing the form, the research nurse helped them to do so.

Completion of the questionnaire was taken as consent to participate in the survey.

Ethics approvals

Approvals were obtained from East of England Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire Regional Ethics Committee (REC), the Health Research Authority, and Research and Development Departments of participating institutions.
Data Analysis

Questionnaire data were inputted into an Excel database. Quantitative data were analysed using descriptive statistics. A median (m) was calculated as the measure of central tendency for the non-parametric Likert data. This is presented (as a score of 1-5, with 1 being the most negative and 5 the most positive) to better demonstrate the heterogeneity of responses than a simple positive/negative split. Percentage responses to some questions are also provided for ease of interpretation. Thematic analysis of the free text answers was carried out by ZF and AS.

Results

Response rate
Physician questionnaire response rate was 21% (32/150). Patient response rate was 81% (87/128 in site A and 161/179 in site B). Age ranged from 19-91 for patient respondents, with most in the 61-75 bracket; year of qualification ranged from 1970-2015 for the physician respondents, with the largest proportion having qualified between 2000-9 (see Appendix 2 for full demographic data).

Patient experiences of their recent admission with an acute illness
Patients reported receiving a variety of information (see Appendix 3), but 27% did not remember being told their likely diagnosis. Only 61% reported being told what treatments they were given.

While most (68%) patients felt they could almost always trust their physician (m=4.77), only 53% ‘almost always’ felt they could ask questions (m=4.56), and fewer (32%) reported actually doing so (m=3.75). Very few patients felt they were given too much information, but there was variability in whether more information was desired (Figure 1).

Sharing full or summary medical records
Most patients (81%) agreed or strongly agreed that the medical record should be shared (m=4.28), in contrast with 41% of physicians (m=3.09).

The majority of both patients and physicians thought sharing medical records would increase trust (patients: m=4.24, physicians: m=3.65), and facilitate or generate questions (patients: m=4.24, physicians: m=4.26) (see Figure 2). While patients thought that having access to the record would increase certainty (m=4.19) physicians thought it would create more uncertainty (m=3.98). Physicians thought that sharing the medical record would make patients anxious (m=3.91), and potentially overwhelm them (m=3.95); patients were less likely to share these concerns (anxiety: m=2.92; overwhelming: m=2.64). (see Figure 2)

Most physicians (81%) thought that sharing the medical record with patients during their stay would change what they write in the record.
Free text answers provided a range of reasons for and against real-time sharing of the medical record (see Table 1). Patients thought they had a right to information about themselves; that sharing would help their knowledge and recall of events; but that medical terminology might be confusing. Physicians thought sharing might improve partnership with patients and encourage questions; but might create anxiety, and change what is documented.

Patients and physicians favoured a summary record although physicians were less supportive (m=3.67 for physicians vs. 4.07 for patients). Patients thought the summary record might be easier to understand, and less overwhelming. Physicians thought it might act as a platform for discussion. Details of what information would be preferred in the summary by both patients and physicians can be found in Appendix x. Both were concerned about the impact on workload.

Just over half of patients (56%) preferred access to a summary record to access to the full record.

**Information sharing, uncertainty and Trust**

Physicians were asked about their current practice. All participants were asked for their views on how certain practices, used during information-sharing, affected patient trust (see Figure 3).

Most physicians reported communicating uncertainty in diagnosis (79%, m=3.98). Physicians thought it would increase trust (m=3.95) whereas patients thought it would decrease it (m=2.87). Physicians varied in their practice of telling patients about mildly deranged results (m=3.46) or investigations to exclude sinister causes of their symptoms (m=2.95). Arguments for sharing such information included transparency and involving the patient in decision-making; this was balanced against causing “unnecessary anxiety”.

**Discussion**

This study found that with current practices for sharing information, 27% of patients did not know their diagnosis immediately after a hospital stay, and 39% did not know what treatments they had been given at the time of questionnaire completion. Despite reporting feeling able to ask questions, most patients did not do so; there were discrepancies between physician and patient attitudes towards sharing the medical record in real-time; in particular in relation to the effects that sharing the record might have on anxiety, trust and what was written in the record. Both groups supported sharing a summary record, although there were concerns about resource implications.

It is possible that lack of reported knowledge from the patients reflects lack of recall rather than failure of information provision; in a study of healthy volunteers, only 25 % were able to spontaneously recall the information about an anaesthetic they were given. It has
previously been noted that patients normal level of questioning can be affected by the presence of a physician: so called “white coat silence”. The lack of reported questioning in this study may reflect that patients felt they have sufficient information, did not recall sufficient information on which to base questions, or were demonstrating ‘white coat silence’.

The discrepancy between patients’ and physicians’ views on whether the full medical record should be shared in real-time was notable. Previous studies in the outpatient and emergency settings were consistent with ours in suggesting that physicians were concerned about causing anxiety, overwhelming patients, generating questions and increasing uncertainty, while patients were not. This may be because most patients are unaware of exactly what is included in the patient record (for example differential diagnoses and mildly abnormal investigation results would not normally be shared with patients unless they became relevant to the patient’s care) and therefore unaware of potential anxiety-provoking data. Whether physicians or patients are correct about the risk of access to records creating undue anxiety can be tested empirically through intervention studies of record sharing. Studies in outpatient settings have shown that physicians’ concerns about increased patient anxiety and visit requests were unfounded; Cancer patients who were given full access to their notes did not have increased anxiety; no similar studies in the acute setting have yet been conducted.

Physicians questioned in this study believed that sharing diagnostic uncertainty would increase trust, whereas patients responded that they thought it would decrease it. The physicians’ view may be informed by moral discomfort about the routine non-disclosure which was reported by them in this study. No other corroborative or contradictory studies on routine non-disclosure could be found, although the moral equivalence of non-disclosure and lying in medicine has been explored. Patients’ perception that physicians sharing uncertainty might invoke less trust might reflect a belief that uncertainty represents incompetence, rather than being commonplace. This needs to be better understood, so that we can, as Simpkin has stated, better train physicians in how to tolerate and communicate uncertainty.

The majority of physicians expressed concern that sharing the medical record will change what is recorded. Previous studies on record sharing have not considered this issue. Possible reasons for physician concern could include the risk of investigations to exclude unlikely but important diagnoses not being done, or risk of over investigation of some patients because of a reticence to document a concern about somatisation disorder. However, sharing the medical record may result in a positive change in recording with less use of jargon and clearer justification of decisions. It seems likely that sharing the record will lead to some change in documentation and future studies should specifically investigate this.

A summary record: a balance between transparency and information-overload? Arguments in favour of sharing the record with the patient have been made based on the patient’s right to know information about themselves, and the empowerment that access
induces. Such empowerment could be offered by a summary record without causing the potential adverse effects that physicians are concerned might happen with access to the whole record. A summary record was the favoured approach expressed by the patient and physician participants in this study, although there were concerns about the time it might take. One approach to a summary record which has been evaluated is the ‘patient portal’. A review of 6 adopters suggested that access to problem lists and care goals would be valuable. However, the only controlled trial conducted did not demonstrate any improvement in patient knowledge with access to the portal.

**Strengths and Limitations**
This is the first UK study investigating patient and physician attitudes to having access to medical records in the in-patient setting. We achieved a high response rate in a large number of patients reporting their recent experience. Physicians and patients provided extensive free text responses, adding richness to the data. The low number of physicians completing the questionnaire meant that only descriptive statistical comparisons could be made between patient and physician responses, and no subgroup analyses were possible. Some patients were aided by nursing staff in completing the questionnaire (the nurse read the questions and documented the answers) and it is possible that this affected the responses. Patients who lacked capacity or were unable to read English were not eligible for participation; we were therefore unable to explore the experiences and views of these patients.

**Conclusion**
Many patients conclude their admission for an acute illness without knowing their diagnosis or treatment, and few patients appear to question their physicians about their care. This suggests a failure in the current system of providing information verbally to patients in this setting. Patients and physicians support the proposal to share the written medical record (or a summary of this) with the patient but have different views about the consequences of disclosing more information including its effect on patient anxiety and trust. Any change - to sharing either a summary or full medical record - should be evaluated to identify the impact on professional practices and on patient experience and care.

**Figure 1:** Patient responses from Part 1 of the questionnaire. The five-point likert data is plotted as a diverging stacked bar graph; each bar equates to 100% of the response to that question, centred about the neutral responses.

**Figure 2:** Patient and physician responses to the prompt ‘Having access to medical records would...’. Physicians were asked to respond based on how they felt this would affect
patients. The five-point likert data is plotted as a diverging stacked bar graph; each bar equates to 100% of the response to that question, centred about the neutral responses.

Figure 3: Patient and physician responses to how they felt trust was affected when physicians did certain things (listed on y axis). Physicians were asked to respond based on how they felt patient trust in them would be affected. The five-point likert data is plotted as a diverging stacked bar graph; each bar equates to 100% of the response to that question, centred about the neutral responses.

Table 1. Thematic analysis of free text answers from patients and physicians regarding their views on sharing all of the medical record, or a summary record.
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